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I. Today I would like to write an appeal to every animal who is in the process of becoming.  
 And every animal who is lovingly connected to another being. In this letter that I am writing  
 to you, animals, I am yearning for rituals without slaughter. 

II.  Because lately, I have been thinking about the ways that human-animals gather. Around   
 fire and flesh, liquid and vessels. Through vitrification, ash, smoke, charcoal, heat, and    
 kindling. How we, animals, encircle life cycles. And how we, animals, live with the moody   
 scent of caramelized flesh inscribed in our DNA.   

III. We, animals. Our desires have cut entire generations of beings into new forms. By  
 domesticating, breeding, and raising species solely for ritual sacrifices. Ubiquitous 
 images include a stuffed turkey on a table or the splayed body of a pig over a spit or the  
 head of a deer hanging on a wood-paneled wall or a pile of bodies thrown in a ditch,  
 unnamed. These images conjure vanitas still lifes draped with elegant geese. Along with  
 the basements of trophy hunters in Michigan brimming with the molding heads of lions and  
 antelope.  

IV. These images of ritual slaughter remind me of something a farmer once said:  I  
 would never keep pigs. They are too violent to slaughter. They are not prey animals like  
 sheep, they don’t submit easily.  Sheep seem to accept their role. What if we animals,  
 refused. Because we know what it feels like to be prey. And why the psychic residue of  
 slaughter lingers: Death has a massive smell—it is a felt presence, a palpable cloud, a  
 heavy weight to carry.  

V.  We, animals, are domesticated and feral. We, animals, have had our bodies pressed into  
 molds—to be cast, replicated, and reshaped through systems of breeding. Sometimes we,  
 animals, have fed eggs back to their mothers. Through decades of overbreeding and  
 overproduction we, animals, have irreparably depleted laying hens of their nutrients. We,  
 animals. Through decades of over consumption we, animals, have breed hens to grow    
 ravenously, to eat themselves to death.  We, animals. We wonder, where can eat without the   
 promise of being consumed?   

VI.  We, animals, are those whose plumed beauty is too large and wordless to be contained by  
 the tidy fences that taxonomies hem. Sometimes, we, animals, have used these forms of  
 reproduction to spur our own beautiful mutations. Where can we, animals, carve out space  
 to spur new corporeal plumes?   

VII.  We, animals, have been spayed and neutered. Our bodies sterilized. Where can we,  
 animals, mutate without being shaved or skinned or stripped? Even under the knife, we   
 animals, are becoming. Because we, animals, are no longer bound by biological  



 fictions of gender.  Bio-engineered molting is a gorgeous way to make monsters.   

VIII.  We, animals, have designed boxes specifically for carcasses. Social structures are  
 reflected in our vulnerable seams. It takes a lot of effort to stay hemmed together under  
 tightly controlled conditions. The shape of entire species, like ocelots and french bulldogs,  
 have been crafted by trends and the refashioning of silhouettes. We, animals. We wonder if  
 you've ever felt hunted or trapped or caged? We, animals. We wonder, how many times our  
 legs will grow back after we have chewed our way out of yet another holding trap. We, animals.   
 We wonder: when you die, will you become a sculpture, too?  

IX.  We, animals, have lost our ancestors. Or we keep them too close. Because we, animals,  
 still slit the throats of others as a bonding ritual. We, animals, erase the languages of entire  
 cultures with our bloodletting. We, animals, live in a space of ethical contingencies. But we,  
 animals, can reverse engineer our makeup. And look closely when we point a knife. 

X.  We, animals, each of us deserve healing. And freedom. And a calm place to rest.  

XI.  That is why I am writing to you with excessive longing and a lot of language, to call for new  
 rituals. Rituals where we worship living deities including our non-human companions. Each  
 other. And the entire compendium of queer non-human beings who live among us. We,  
 animals, could perform rituals of mutual care where we share the emotional labor with our  
 companions both human and non-human alike. We, animals, have learned from  
 Velvethorns that beauty is not vanity; beauty reproduces itself. And through these queer  
 gestures of reproduction, that beauty leads to justice.   

XII. Using what we learn from previously muzzled voices, we, animals, could replace carceral  
 systems with soft towers of resinous incense, fill vessels with lavender, and build  
 collaborative new structures. We could think about what interspecies consent would look  
 like before punching a hole in their ear of my goat friend, Abby; we could ask our kin before  
 we turn another living being into a number or boil their bones for our desserts. We could  
 treat our non-human deities with respect by massaging their sapped bodies, soothing them  
 with peppermint oil and making a salve to heal the fly bitten sores around their eyes. The  
 mothers who are being over milked could be given garlic to heal their mastitis. We, animals,  
 the nourishers, could be asked where we might need more nourishment. And you could tell  
 me: where do you need more nourishment? Or more care? 

XIII.  Perhaps we could try to use rituals as a framework to carve out spaces for mutual   
 care between species and earth forms. We could inhale the scent of hay and geranium and  
 sunflower seeds. Together, we could think about our ethical obligations to matter. And think  
 aloud, together, about the ways that matter is a co-producer, a rich collaborator, a sculptor, 
 a liquid, a solid, an inescapable presence. We could smell eucalyptus as we lick salt from  



 the blocks of our skin.   

XIV.  On another day, we could use our fingers or teeth to groom all of the sharp bits from our 
 bodies. The dead parts,  like the prodding burrs of past lives, could be groomed out of our  
 wool.   We, animals, could look to my sheep friend, Juniper, as an empathic model. Their   
 acceptance and  softness would wash over our scars. Together we would mark the ways we’ve   
 been poorly handled. Together, through touch, we could clean up the psychic residue left by we, 
 animals. We, animals, could engage in new rituals of care. And cultivate trust over time, with   
 patience. And use our bodies to leave traces on stone, metal, and minerals. We, animals, could   
 patina alloys with the oils in our touch. To see how our touches inflect each other, over time.  
 To see how our touches inflect matter, over time.  

XV.  Through ritual grooming, we could find spaces for sanctuary in our fraught structures.  
 We, animals, were built for work. Finding a moment of pleasure when you were raised in a  
 slaughterhouse is pure rebellion. We, animals, rest in the interstices, like the small corners  
 between buildings or the holes between clay bricks. We, animals, deserve to enjoy our joy  
 whenever we can find it.   

XVI.  We, animals, could engage in feeding rituals where we share sweet grains, apricot leaves,  
 and clover. We, animals would not decide who lives and who dies based on appearance,  
 weight, lineage, breeding, or the performance of charisma. In our feeding rituals, we,  
 animals, could learn about reciprocity. 

XVII.  We, animals, could acknowledge how we are complicit in care and harm at the same  
 time.  Sometimes we, animals, make caring decisions for our multi-species companions that   
 feel immoral. Like a buying a cow hoof from a pile of factory farm leftovers purely for your  
 pleasure. Yet we, animals, know that there is care in harm reduction. Who are we, animals, to  
 judge your pleasures?   

XVIII.  We, animals, can co-produce new rituals, without slaughter. Rituals with non-human  
 animals and human animals and matter. With fire and minerals and metals. With somatics  
 and touch and time. We, animals, could unravel the patchwork of stains and bruises left on  
 our bodies. On your body. Together, we could spend time listening to our kin; their clear  
 voices and articulate gestures filled with agency. We, animals, could invent creative spaces  
 for the co-production of new rituals, of new traditions. We, animals, could simply ask: What  
 if we, animals, didn’t need to slit the throat of another to come together? We, animals,  
 could choose to mend wounds for  interspecies flourishing. We, animals, could  
 engage in rituals of care as a way to come together.  

 I am an animal. I was born on a hunters moon.  A blood moon.  An autumnal equinox.   
 A night of fifty six billion massacres.  And I am yearning for rituals without slaughter.  


